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WESTERN POWER DISAGGREGATION — GOVERNMENT COMMITMENTS 
Urgency Motion 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Nick Griffiths): I have received a letter in these terms —  

Dear Mr President 

I hereby give notice that, pursuant to Standing Order 72, I intend to move today: 

“That this House condemns the Carpenter Government for failing to honour its commitments regarding 
the implementation of the break-up of Western Power.” 

Yours sincerely 

Brian Ellis MLC 
Member for Agricultural Region 

The member will require the support of four members in order to move the motion.  

[At least four members rose in their places.] 

HON BRIAN ELLIS (Agricultural) [3.42 pm]: I move the motion. 

Labor’s electricity reform website brags — 

The State Government understands that a safe, reliable, efficient and affordable electricity supply is an 
essential part of life for regional Western Australia. 

It also says — 

Electricity consumers in the regions . . . are set to benefit from better service. 

Then it goes on to say — 

. . . regional consumers will pay no more than the maximum price paid by those in the metropolitan 
area.  

In speaking to this motion, my Liberal colleagues and I intend to show that the Labor government in Western 
Australia has made a mockery of these promises. One of the most onerous cost burdens in regional areas and a 
major impediment to development is headworks charges. Fees are paid in addition to normal connection fees. If 
a business is located more than 25 kilometres from the substation, the fees are horrendous. I understand that 
costs in Denmark range from $14 000 to $585 000. The ABC’s Stateline program reported one regional business 
operator had to pay $34 000 just to have the power connected from across the road. I was amazed at the time to 
hear the Minister for Energy dismiss these costs by saying that country areas would have to accept the new 
charges and that some of the country development was speculative anyway. That is an amazing attitude for a 
minister to have about country development.  

In December last year, The Central Midlands and Coastal Advocate ran a front-page headline that screamed, 
“Power policy disadvantages region’s towns”. The paper warned that — 

Jurien Bay, Dalwallinu and Wongan Hills are virtually in no-man’s land from any integrated grid 
system . . .  

The cost “effectively disadvantages the town’s opportunities of regional development” and “is a social injustice”.  

The same week the Western Australian Local Government Association told The Geraldton Guardian that rural 
towns had been victimised by Western Power and that the headworks fees should be abolished. 

A spokesman for Northern Country Zone asked — 

“How is it fair when you have a town like Three Springs with a substation on their doorstep, in 
comparison with a town like Mullewa where they are completely in excess of the 25 kilometre mark?  

What did Western Power say in reply? Their spokeswoman reportedly said — 

“Western Power’s role is to facilitate, not subsidise regional development.” 

Given that the Carpenter government is heavily propping up the true electricity costs in the city—until after the 
election—we can only assume that the government has one rule for the country and one rule for the city. Country 
residents are not only hit with huge headworks costs and charges on top of connection fees, but also they are 
penalised by the headworks quoting system. Residents are given a preliminary estimate for the cost of the 
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headworks and are required to pay 15 per cent of that amount to obtain a firm quote. The 15 per cent deposit is 
only refundable if the final quote exceeds the estimate by more than 30 per cent. Would home buyers be faced 
with this in the Carpenter metro world instead of the bush? I think not. 

In August last year, the Minister for Energy stated in a press release that, under the distribution headworks 
subsidy scheme, the government would reduce headworks charges for residential and commercial blocks. 
According to the minister’s press release, a new business such as a small supermarket would have its headworks 
charge reduced to $50 000 in Ravensthorpe, reduced to $41 000 in Bremer Bay, and reduced to $44 000 in 
Walpole, and normal connection fees still apply. 

If retired people were thinking of starting a small business in a country town, they would think again before 
committing over $40 000 of their superannuation money to the government just to get the power switched on. 
Under this optimistically titled “subsidy scheme” the headworks charge for a standard residential subdivision in 
the bush will be capped at $11 000 per block, with a subsidy applying above $5 500. If consumers fall below the 
subsidy level and have to fork out $5 500, they can kiss goodbye to part of their first homeowners grant. It would 
be too bad if a young couple in the country were hoping to stay in the district to be closer to the grandparents, or 
future grandparents maybe.  

It gets worse. Consumers need to use the whole of the first homeowners grant of $11 000 if they want to start 
their new life in a residential block in Ravensthorpe; $7 500 in Bremer Bay; and $8 200 in Walpole. In other 
words, the costs are still high. Country people are expected to be grateful because they are not as high as in the 
past.  

Government members sitting opposite might think they have heard all this before, but I can assure them that 
nothing has changed. I wrote to all the shires in the mid-west and wheatbelt this year asking for a list of their 
concerns, and this, according to my notes, is what some of them had to say about headworks costs. “Costs are 
too high and an impediment to development”, was the response from the Shire of Merredin. “Need to reduce 
headworks charges for subdivision development in rural areas”, was the response from the Shire of Yilgarn. 
“Need more light industrial land but hampered by infrastructure costs”, was the response from the Shire of 
Moora. “Headworks charges make it extremely difficult for local government—the only likely land developers 
in the Wheatbelt—to provide sufficient residential land”, was the reply from the Shire of Kulin. “Current 
headwork charges become unaffordable for new land releases and the land is unable to be developed”, was the 
reply from the Shire of Morawa.  

I turn now to some recent examples from Geraldton. I follow issues in Geraldton with great interest, because my 
electorate office is in Geraldton. On 28 March this year, the Geraldton Guardian reported that the power supply 
to Geraldton’s industrial area had been slammed as “third world”. The article goes on to say that the owner of an 
engineering business, Sonic Cut, had said that he had to wait six months for Western Power to upgrade his power 
supply, and during that time he had lost thousands of dollars and a significant number of customers. He said also 
that he had been told by a Western Power spokesperson that he would have to wait for a new feeder to be 
installed by early 2009. A mid-west land developer, Barry Humfrey, told the Geraldton Guardian in March that 
his Jandanol Estate site would have to be closed because of Western Power delays. He said that Western Power 
had also taken months to approve plans to supply energy to his Flour Mill Estate subdivision, and that, because 
of this delay, costs had jumped from around $4 500 a lot to $10 000 a lot. He said that at one stage he had even 
had to take the Flour Mill Estate off the market, because Western Power had left a power pole lying across the 
driveway to the estate and it was blocking the entrance. That certainly does not stack up against the statement on 
the government’s energy reform website that electricity consumers in the regions are set to benefit from better 
service. 
I turn now to the statement on the government’s energy reform website that the state government understands 
that a safe, reliable, efficient and affordable electricity supply is an essential part of life for regional Western 
Australia. I have already talked about efficiency and affordability. Those members who represent regional areas 
will be very familiar with pole-top fires and blackouts and will be waiting for me to focus on Labor’s promise to 
provide a safe and reliable electricity supply. During 2006, more than 10 000 Western Power customers 
experienced power outages on more than nine occasions each, with 34 rural customers experiencing power 
outages more than 16 times in one year. The situation does not seem to have improved much in 2007. On 3 April 
1997, my colleague Gary Snook, MLA put out a press release headed “Wheatbelt power outages abound”. He 
said in that press release that homes and businesses in the Moora, Dandaragan and Badgingarra areas had 
experienced power outages totalling more than 50 hours in the four months since the end of November. Outages 
of up to 24 hours are not uncommon in this region. They are also not uncommon in areas such as Carnamah, 
Eneabba, Chittering and Bindoon. I would like to point out to the metropolitan members in this chamber that 
people in the bush are not able to pop out to the shops each day for their meat and veg. They often have to drive 
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many miles to the nearest town and take home enough food to fill their freezer for many weeks. A power outage 
for 24 hours is a disaster for them, because they lose internet access and access to market and weather forecasts. 
They cannot operate the equipment in their shed. They also lose their air conditioning and have no option but to 
cope with the bush heat, because, unlike people in the metropolitan area , they cannot just pop out to the beach to 
refresh themselves. Even worse than that, at a time when many farmers are struggling to put food on the table, 
they have to find the money to replace a freezer full of food. When Gary Snook raised this matter with Western 
Power, Western Power’s answer was, “They know what it is like. They should go out and buy, or hire, a 
generator”! Imagine what the response would be if that is what Western Power told customers in the city!  

There are numerous headlines and articles about the problems caused by power failures. Two examples are the 
Countryman of 12 March 2007, “Wheatbelt dark over outage”, and The West Australian of 5 March 2007, 
“Blackouts roll on as coffers spill over”. Everyone is waiting for the drought to break. Let us hope it is a heavy 
rain and not just a light shower. In December last year, light rain caused nine pole-top fires in the Perenjori-
Morawa district. Earlier that month, the Countryman reported that pole-top fires had blacked out thousands of 
wheatbelt homes during the week, with almost 30 000 residents being affected over one weekend, and a further 
800 homes being affected earlier in the week. Some homes were without power for up to 24 hours. In April 
2007, the Countryman reported that 21 pole-top fires over Easter had left Wyalkatchem, York, Tammin, 
Meckering and Wongan Hills without electricity. Some homes were without power for over 36 hours.  

It was no surprise to find a headline in The West Australian in January this year stating “Break up of Western 
Power has failed to deliver on promises”. I believe the Carpenter Labor government is doing its best under its so-
called one vote, one value plan to sacrifice the country to prop up its city voter base. This government has been 
subsidising the true cost of energy in the city by propping up Verve—the power generation entity that it created 
under its energy reform package—while at the same time expecting electricity users in the bush to pay their own 
way. What about the promises that the government has made on its energy reform website? So far, the Carpenter 
Labor government has kept its energy reform commitment that people in the bush will not pay more for their 
power usage than the maximum paid by their counterparts in the city. However, this maximum is anticipated to 
rise by 40 per cent after the election. I submit that this is neither fair nor equitable. When the government states 
on its website that regional consumers will pay no more than the maximum price paid by those in the 
metropolitan area, I believe it is telling only half the story—and the other half certainly does not have a happy 
ending. 

HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [3.57 pm]: I applaud Hon Brian Ellis for bringing this motion to the 
attention of the house. When we are dealing with a motion such as this, it is always illustrative to look at a case 
study of a particular area. Hon Brian Ellis ranged over a broad area and referred to many individual shires that 
have been adversely affected by power outages. In the past couple of years I have started to take a particular 
interest in this matter in the area in which I am based—Augusta-Margaret River. The record in this matter and 
the data that backs that up is alarming to say the least. It also reflects very poorly on this government’s delivery 
of power services to that area. In a nutshell, the power supply in the Augusta-Margaret River area is totally 
unreliable. This is a very important issue, because the ongoing success of the hospitality industry and the growth 
of this region are reliant upon the provision of efficient and reliable energy infrastructure. This has been an 
important issue in this region for some time. The issue peaked in 2006 when several businesses were affected by 
a string of blackouts during peak periods. In one stretch, 58 power interruptions were recorded. Over the past 
four or five years, I have asked a number of questions in this house about this matter. I have a copy of many of 
those questions. From the answers to my questions I have established a pattern of poor delivery, mismanagement 
and inefficiency. As I have said, this matter came to a head in 2006, when people were contacting my electorate 
office on a consistent basis about blackouts that were affecting their businesses. This particularly became an 
issue on the long weekend in June when there was a blackout on a Saturday evening from about six o’clock until 
after seven o’clock. In that major long weekend period, the whole town of Margaret River was blacked out. 
Restaurants lost all their business and lost a large degree of their food supplies, customers walked out and the 
costs were very serious. A lot of money and reputations were lost in an area that is a major tourist destination. 
Therefore, business owners were understandably pretty furious about that particular instance and coming on top 
of an established pattern it did not bode well.  

As I have mentioned, in answer to a question I asked in Parliament on 13 June 2006, it was established that there 
were 58 sustained outages affecting the customers of Cowaramup and Margaret River during the previous 
12 months. On average, each outage lasted approximately 50 minutes and affected approximately 700 customers. 
As part of the answer to that question, I got a rundown of the fault cause and the exact timing of those outages. 
Reading through that list it is significant to note that a lot of them relate to trees in the main. There was one 
unknown cause, windborne debris, windborne vegetation, fallen trees, one planned disconnect, several unknowns 
and extreme nature conditions. Equipment failure crops up frequently, and so on. Lightning, planned outages and 
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birds appear occasionally on this list of causes and pole-top fire conditions also appear. The list has lots of 
equipment failures and transmission generation failures. Although no one reason was responsible for those 
outages, a number of them can be attributed directly to the supplier of the power. Thirty-nine of those blackouts 
were as a result of something other than the impact of the natural environment. In response the government—I 
put out media releases and the whole bit about this—provided an assurance that network upgrades would address 
the quality of the power supply. 

In 2007 the saga went on. Further questions were asked in September 2007 and it was established that there were 
64 unplanned and 34 planned power interruptions in the localities of Cowaramup and Margaret River that 
included Augusta, Beenup, Vasse and Wonnerup. The number of people affected by each interruption, including 
planned and unplanned interruptions, ranged from one to 1 800 out of a total of 3 600 customers in the two 
localities. There were 18 equipment failures and 10 unknown interruptions. Although the government figures 
estimated that the number of customers who experienced disruptions was down slightly from 2006, with 3.34 
interruptions based on the system average interruption frequency index in 2007 compared with 4.48 interruptions 
in 2006, it is significant that the number of equipment failures had actually increased. It is still far too high either 
way. 

I also asked questions about another small community, East Augusta, and this revealed that there were 18 
sustained—that is, longer than one hour—interruptions over the 12-month period to March 2008. Nine of those 
interruptions were due to equipment failures or unknown causes. That is an extremely significant concern for a 
small community such as East Augusta, which does not have ready access to any other options. The whole issue 
of power supply in the country is vitally important. It is a most important service that should be provided by the 
government because the organisations that provide power are government owned and the government simply 
does not seem to be responding in a very efficient or effective manner.  

Of course, lots of other matters are associated with energy supply. One matter is the reliability of supply and I 
have touched on a couple of anecdotal situations, which will explain some of the background. The reliability of 
supply to a town such as Margaret River is in itself extremely suspect because I am reliably told that the entire 
Margaret River townsite is dependent on one underground cable that goes underneath the Margaret River. That 
cable is quite susceptible to problems, such as a white ant attack or interruption by a contractor or something. If a 
problem affected that cable, the whole townsite of Margaret River would be put out of action for two to three 
days at least. I know that the response we get to an issue like that is that it will be sorted out when the upgrade on 
the line from Vasse through to the new substation in Margaret River townsite is completed, and that may well be 
true. However, that upgrade is still some time away. Many people are very nervous about the cable’s 
susceptibility. Headworks costs have been mentioned and I am sure all members of this place who consult with 
organisations and individuals in their constituencies will have many stories to tell about the delays in connection 
times and the costs that are quoted by Western Power, which amount to, in many people’s eyes, extortion. I think 
I have previously mentioned in this place some of the issues associated with underground power and the quotes 
given to individuals for underground power as opposed to overhead power. Of course, there are other issues that 
we all know about, such as the sensitivity and the disruption to people’s lives that sometimes happen with the 
routes that major transmission lines take. In my electorate, two of those routes have caused some disruption, for 
example, between Picton and Busselton and the most recent route from Kojonup to Albany and to Ravensthorpe. 

HON PAUL LLEWELLYN (South West) [4.07 pm]: I rise to speak to this motion about the condition of the 
power services in Western Australia. I need to make a number of observations about the commitment under 
Western Australia’s disaggregation and modernisation of its power arrangements to provide safe, reliable, 
efficient and affordable power to regional consumers as well as to urban consumers and the commitment, in fact, 
to have some uniform tariff between city and country people. That, in itself, is not a bad principle if we were to 
believe that there should be a cross-subsidy across all consumers in the network and, effectively, that is the way 
we have run the business.  

The facts are that it actually costs a great deal more to deliver power to the far-flung corners of regional Western 
Australia and we have not dealt adequately with the way in which we deliver those power services to our 
regional areas. I want to make a number of points, one of which is that there are three components to our 
electricity power prices. However, first of all let us observe that the unit price of electricity, which is one of the 
components of our power bills, has not risen since 1992. In 1992 the electricity unit price was about 12.65 cents 
a unit and in 2008 it is 12.75 cents a unit or thereabouts. That is a real drop in the price of electricity to all 
consumers but particularly to consumers in regional areas because, obviously, as the price of delivering their 
service has increased, their prices have stayed the same. Therefore, I want to make the observation that right 
across the board we have ignored the real cost rises and have not increased electricity prices. 
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It is worth noting that the real price of electricity is embedded in three sections. The first section is the fixed cost 
of the service; that is, the fixed charge that consumers pay on their bill each month. The second section is the 
unit price of electricity. The third section is the total cost of consumption; that is, how many units that are used 
multiplied by the unit price. Consumers have an opportunity to reduce their electricity bill if they are more 
efficient with their use of power consumption. However, there is no opportunity to reduce the fixed cost and the 
unit price of electricity, because these charges are government driven and are fixed by government.  

I make that observation because we need to move towards a better delivery system for electrical services in 
Western Australia. The networks are distributed to such an extent that the further away that consumers are 
located from the central power station, the more tenuous is the delivery and cost of their service. It results in 
instability at each end of the grid, and power supply is also impacted upon by overloading and the power being 
out of phase along the three lines of power delivery. The number of falling trees, pole fires and dust problems 
increase exponentially the further customers live away from the power station source. Therefore, it is a great deal 
more expensive to deliver an electricity service to areas great distances from the power station.  

Members must realise that people have become dependent on a reliable and high-quality power supply to operate 
their computers to access internet banking and sophisticated financial services. How do we achieve the delivery 
of high-quality power to meet these needs? How do we resolve the problem that the further away from the power 
supply that consumers live, the more expensive the power becomes? To achieve that end we must re-localise 
power generation by putting generation assets into the grid where the consumers are located; in other words, the 
distance between the service and the power generation unit must be reduced. That would result in a decrease in 
the number of faults, because it becomes a smaller, localised grid and the network becomes less isolated. This is 
where renewable energy and decentralised power generation has a major role to play in resolving the issue of 
power reliability. In addition, the regional transmission and distribution services must be upgraded by allowing 
the facilities to become the power generators and that can be achieved by using solar, wind, hydro, biomass, hot 
rocks or whatever other technology. This would push the power currently generated towards the centre, which in 
this case is Perth, where the power is mostly needed.  

The Greens (WA) believe that the power supply and quality issues would be resolved if, instead of the current 
system in which power is pumped by, effectively, a one-way road system, we had a modern decentralised power 
system that operated along the line of a two-way system; this would turn power generation on its head by co-
locating generation and sophisticated electronic control at the edge of the grid. We would then need to embark 
upon a massive program to increase energy efficiency at the end of the grid, so that the load can be taken off the 
grid at the point at which it is weakest, and match the power generation that is being distributed, which is 
generally more expensive, with a more efficient load service and more efficient consumers—end of story! This is 
doable. It is something that can be done with $3 billion or $4 billion worth of investment. However, if we 
proceed as we are currently, we will continue to have the debate on this state’s electrical system failing Western 
Australians.  

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan) [4.14 pm]: This government brought a bill into this house in 
2003 to cause a disaggregation of Western Power, as it was then, and to create separate and distinct organisations 
to run the generation, distribution and supply of electricity in Western Australia. That bill failed, and in 2005 the 
government brought in another bill, the Electricity Corporations Bill, and subsidiary legislation to again attempt 
to disaggregate electricity supply in Western Australia, in particular in the south west interconnected grid. One 
of the promises that the government made at the time to the opposition was that if it agreed to this proposal, the 
government would guarantee that it would provide a safe, reliable and efficient system of generation, distribution 
and retailing of electricity, not only in the south west interconnected area, but also by way of a fourth entity in 
the country areas of Western Australia.  

Members know that originally Western Power comprised three areas—generation, networks and retail. There is 
no doubt that because of the inefficient way in which Western Power had been run for a considerable number of 
years, and given the fact that there has never been adequate competition in the generation and supply of 
electricity, Western Power was able to significantly cross-subsidise its various enterprises within the overall 
Western Power organisation. We were advised that that cross-subsidisation would clearly stop once the 
disaggregation occurred; that is, each separate entity would stand on its own two feet, so to speak, and would be 
responsible for its area of responsibility. We ended up with Western Power, which handles the network system; 
Verve, which is the generating arm of the system; Synergy, which is the retail side of the south west 
interconnected grid area; and the country entity that trades under the name Horizon. That has occurred, and 
obviously the opposition, in return for its support for the legislation, expected that Western Australia would have 
a safe, reliable and efficient electricity system.  
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If we look at the current situation with networks, for example, and ask the question, “Do we have a safe 
distribution of electricity?”—I will concentrate on the south west interconnected grid area for the time being—
the answer is, “No, we do not have a safe system.” A considerable number of pole fires are reported from time to 
time. Since disaggregation, there has been the destruction of property and loss of life that can be directly related 
to a failing network system. In respect to Verve, the generation side, we know that in the past couple of months 
the government has guaranteed to pump in another $780 million over the next three years or so just to keep that 
organisation afloat. We also know that Verve is borrowing $1 million a week to keep it out of bankruptcy.  

I ask the question: what has the government done in respect of its promise for a safe, reliable and efficient 
system? I presume that the Leader of the House, as the minister handling this matter, will stand up and tell the 
house that the government has committed about $3.5 billion for future upgrading of the network.  

Hon Paul Llewellyn: That is mostly in the city.  

Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, it is mostly in the city.  

We have heard that story before, and nobody has knocked the fact that that expenditure is being made. Members 
will recall that when this house debated the 2005 bill, and the Leader of the House was the minister in charge of 
the bill, I raised on a number of occasions that the network was severely under-resourced and had not had much 
money spent on it over a long time. It was longer than the period the Australian Labor Party has been in 
government; it did not all happen overnight. This government and previous governments have been bleeding the 
old Western Power over a period of years. In fact, $1.25 billion was bled off Western Power over a period of 
time, instead of doing what the directors had recommended on an annual basis; that is, that more money be 
pumped into the system. It did not happen, and when this government came to power it continued that practice 
and failed to read the writing on the wall about the way the electricity system—in particular in the south west 
grid—was going downhill fast.  

I used the words “writing on the wall”. I say that it was not a case of reading the writing on the wall, which was 
not difficult, because the then Minister for Energy, Alan Carpenter, some years ago was provided with written 
advice from Western Power that indicated that unless action was taken to support the price level of electricity 
Verve would find itself in financial difficulties soon after disaggregation took place. We are advised that in fact 
the then Minister for Energy wrote back to Western Power and asked it to reconsider its figures and advice and 
come back with more palatable advice. I do not know whether the directors did or did not rewrite their advice, 
but I do know that the directors were right. Taxpayers will now have to put up the $780 million—it will be in 
this year’s budget—which will probably turn out to be in excess of $1 billion, to keep Verve Energy alive; that 
is, out of bankruptcy. 

I ask the Leader of the House not to tell us what he is thinking of doing; tell us what he has done. Tell us where 
the state government has gone wrong in the past three years that has caused Western Australia’s electricity 
system to not be a safe, reliable and efficient system. Tell us why the state government did not understand, at the 
time of disaggregation, that there would need to be massive increases in the cost of power; namely, 72 per cent 
for residential power, and up to 118 per cent for some business tariffs, to try to rectify the situation. 

I have talked at a very broad level. On a very local level—and Hon Paul Llewellyn is a member of the South 
Coast Power Working Group—only a few days ago, on Anzac Day, Denmark was hit by blackouts again — 

Hon Paul Llewellyn: Two days in a row. 

Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes. On two days in a row thousands of Denmark and Walpole homes were out of 
electricity. On Anzac Day 3 000 homes were affected, all because Western Australia has a network that is failing 
and continuing to fail. Earlier in April an article in a local paper reported that a motorist driving down 
Greenmount Hill at night described it as an “eerie experience” because half the streetlights were not working. 
Western Power then stated that it had actually stopped its streetlight patrols and now relied on the community to 
report streetlights that were no longer working.  

In Northam the other day a business owner reported that in June last year he had paid Western Power $23 763 
for a power upgrade, including the installation of a three-phase supply; almost 12 months later he is still waiting 
for a connection. Excuses, excuses, excuses are not acceptable; Western Australia is looking for action and this 
government has failed badly.  

HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural — Leader of the House) [4.24 pm]: The wording of the motion states 
that — 

This House condemns the Carpenter Government for failing to honour its commitments regarding the 
implementation of the break-up of Western Power. 
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I thank Hon George Cash for addressing some elements of that motion. 

Other speakers raised other matters concerning the power supply in Western Australia; and there is nothing 
wrong with that, of course. However, had those matters been raised in the wording of the motion, I would have 
prepared some information for members. The issues around headworks and outages have been dealt with on a 
number of occasions in this house, but I regret that I have not been supplied with information to directly address 
those issues because neither headworks nor outages are, in any sense, connected with the break-up of Western 
Power, although they do have something to do, obviously, with power supply. To the extent that the issue of 
headworks in regional areas was raised, I have done a lot of work with the three development commissions—
most particularly the Great Southern Development Commission—on the effect of the new headworks procedures 
in regional areas.  

Hon Brian Ellis acknowledged that as a result of those changes power costs are lower than in the past, so the 
situation has advanced. Essentially, the changes have enabled the new headworks protocols to come into place. 
Previously, if there was surplus capacity in the power system available in a regional town, then a person could 
effectively connect in and use that surplus capacity at a relatively low cost. The problem was that when the 
town’s growth had exceeded the capacity of the infrastructure supply into that town, then the next party who 
wished to connect—be it a service station, a house or a housing development—had to pay the whole cost of the 
next standard stage of upgrade. If the connection required a new transformer, then the next person—although 
only wanting one-fiftieth of the output of that transformer—had to pay the whole cost of that transformer. The 
new system allows a levelling out of that cost; a cost-sharing arrangement.  

I thank Hon Brian Ellis for also mentioning the headworks subsidy scheme. Analysis was principally carried out 
by the Great Southern Development Commission in some towns where this issue was at its most acute. Although 
Ravensthorpe is not strictly within the boundaries of the Great Southern Development Commission, it did do 
quite a lot of work in Ravensthorpe because it was an area where this issue became most pointed. The outcome 
of the new regime seems to be pretty much cost neutral, but costs are better spread across consumers. However, I 
concede that when considering a town like Ravensthorpe, the logistics of supplying power are immense, which 
brings me to the issues raised by Hon Paul Llewellyn. Whilst it is fair to say that the issues raised were not 
classically within the issue of the break-up of Western Power, I think Hon Paul Llewellyn was arguing that if it 
was not, it should have been. I am inclined to agree with him. 

Hon Paul Llewellyn interjected.  

Hon KIM CHANCE: I am as enthusiastic as Hon Paul Llewellyn is about the concept of regional power 
generation.  

However, the great weakness of regional power schemes—and particularly the south west interconnected 
system—is, as a number of speakers have quite correctly said, poorer quality and less reliable power than people 
now need because of their greater reliance on that system. The system is barely able—and in many cases 
unable—to provide power in the quantity and quality that is required. 

Some dynamics of the system—and I am speaking from recall, so please do not hold me to it—but my 
understanding is that the south west interconnected system contains some 70 000 kilometres of open aerial wire. 
Hon George Cash was quite right when he said that our ambition was to create a safe and reliable system. That is 
what we said we wanted to do. One cannot wave a magic wand over 70 000 kilometres of open aerial wire and 
immediately convert that to a safe system. I thank Hon George Cash for making the point that the rundown of 
capital expenditure on our power system took place over some years. I thank him for acknowledging that, 
because that is the truth. There has been an immense increase in that spending in recent years. I know from the 
area with which I am most closely associated—the eastern and north eastern wheatbelt—just how much things 
have improved, particularly as a result of the Minnivale feeder. The Minnivale feeder covers an area in which 
there have been Western Power failures, and the member for Avon has quite properly made major mileage from 
those failures.  

Those issues have largely been corrected. The expenditure, of course, is well known, so much so that all the 
assets that have been put in place are now creating a problem because people do not like them running over their 
paddocks. It is a very hard game to win! This is where Hon Paul Llewellyn is right. We have created an 
imbalance in the way we deliver power. I have been told that the power loss between Muja and Kalbarri in terms 
of transmission losses is in the order of 25 per cent, which is enormous. Our average losses—again, do not hold 
me to ransom if I am wrong about this—are in the order of 11 per cent. On this point, Hon Paul Llewellyn would 
have greater knowledge than I would.  

Hon George Cash interjected. 
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Hon KIM CHANCE: Yes, I refer to transportation losses.  

All of that points to the kinds of things to which Hon Paul Llewellyn has been pointing. As a state we are making 
a degree of progress. We do have power generation in Albany. Yes, it is small, but we have to start somewhere. 
We have wind power generation in Esperance and at Emu Downs and near Geraldton. Hopefully, we will soon 
have a biomass generator in Manjimup, although I note that that project does not have everyone’s support. We 
are making ground on that issue. We face an issue. Nobody can wave a magic wand over a system that was built 
for a purpose—and that fits that purpose. I am not being critical of those who constructed our power distribution 
system. We are now demanding far more from that system, and the situation in regional areas is no different 
from the one in urban areas. I am sure that Hon Donna Faragher could tell members how many outages there 
have been in her area. As a resident in her electorate I, too, have counted them. I regret that those outages will 
probably continue for some time. In the remote areas in which wires are strung for thousands upon thousands of 
kilometres, it is inevitable that outages will continue. The question we must address is: what can we do to reduce 
those outages? In all fairness it must be conceded that the capital expenditure to which Hon George Cash 
referred has been massively ramped up over recent years with considerable effect. That is the only way we can 
tackle the issues that confront us.  

I believe that the government is meeting the commitments it made when it disaggregated Western Power. We 
committed to freeze electricity prices for residential and small business customers until June 2009, and we will 
honour that commitment as residential and small business customers will not face an increase in the next 
financial year. We will continue to honour that commitment despite very substantial cost increases.  

HON WENDY DUNCAN (Agricultural) [4.35 pm]: I also support this motion. The house will recall that the 
Nationals were the only political party to oppose the break-up of Western Power in 2005. In the main we 
opposed the break-up because we were seeking an assurance from the government that it would continue to 
provide funding to address the worst electricity infrastructure issues in the country and that at least 50 per cent of 
network expenditure would be directed to the south west interconnected system to make good the neglect of that 
system, which occurred over many years. Both major political parties supported the concept of a price cap, 
which I believe placed the process under unreasonable strain. The Leader of the House mentioned Ravensthorpe. 
The issue with Ravensthorpe is that the developments in that town were not speculative and unexpected, yet the 
community has been totally hogtied by the fact that it cannot obtain good quality electricity at a reasonable price. 
In an attempt to meet the needs of the thriving Ravensthorpe community, the local IGA sought to upgrade the 
power supply to its 100-year-old building. In doing so it was confronted with a $380 000 bill. Indeed, the new 
pharmacy and cafe in Ravensthorpe had to pay $20 000 before they could open their doors. The issue is that 
often the first developer in a new area bears the costs from which future users benefit. That is unreasonable. 
When I was in Dongara last week, I met with a developer who told me that he has paid for absolutely all the 
design and installation costs in order to get power to his development. Bolting the power cables onto the pole is 
all that remains to be done. He has been waiting for that to happen since last September. It is not a good enough 
service when one considers that regional power consumers have to pay so much.  

I live 20 kilometres out of Esperance. It is a delightful place to live. Esperance has a new power station. We 
bought a generator. At night we do not bother to set our clocks because we know that they will not show the 
correct time the next morning. That is not because of our whiz-bang, state-of-the-art power station, which the 
Leader of the House mentioned, which is a combination of renewable and gas energy; rather, it is because the 
infrastructure that delivers power into the regions sorely needs an upgrade.  

Another issue that was referred to is what some would call the price gouging of the regions. Some of the charges 
faced by regional consumers are unreasonable. Indeed, Western Power charges those who seek quotes for 
connection to the network an upfront 10 per cent fee—a fee that they may not get back if they decide not to 
proceed.  

I support the motion. I believe that greater attention must be given to the delivery of power in the regions of 
Western Australia. A lot of the development in the regions has been predictable, not speculative. That 
development underpins the wealth and prosperity of this state. It is incumbent on the government and its 
agencies to ensure that the necessary infrastructure is put in place in a timely manner.  

HON RAY HALLIGAN (North Metropolitan) [4.39 pm]: I support the motion moved by Hon Brian Ellis. 
Electricity is a major service to any state, and probably more particularly Western Australia and its regional 
areas. I found it interesting that the Leader of the House, in concluding his contribution, spoke about having 
made a commitment not to increase prices, and said that the government would honour that commitment. That is 
a simple thing to do even when an entity is running at a loss. Debt and losses are accumulated, and that is exactly 
what has been happening in this case, but eventually somebody has to pay. It is no good the government patting 
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itself on the back and saying that it did not increase prices, because someone is going to pay, whether it be 
individual consumers or all taxpayers of Western Australia collectively.  

Hon Kim Chance: I won’t take up your time, but I ran out of time before I had a chance to say that. 

Hon RAY HALLIGAN: I thank the Leader of the House for mentioning that. I am sure he would have gone 
down that path and explained it. It is not an election issue, and neither should it be. Electricity supply is an 
essential service that needs to be provided with continuity and consistency. We have heard about outages, which 
can occur for a variety of reasons—some due to the mismanagement of the institution supplying the electricity 
and others outside of its control. We are more concerned about things that are under the control of the different 
entities created by the government. Probably more important from my point of view is the question of whether 
the government is managing. It has created the separate legal entities that have the responsibility to undertake 
these services. 

Motion lapsed, pursuant to standing orders. 
 


